Santa Clara

Food meets tech at BITE Silicon Valley

Stadium transforms into culinary mecca, with samplings, demos

By Patrick May
SANTA CLARA — Foodies, meet tech geeks. Techies, meet foodies. Both were seated inside Santa Clara’s Levis Stadium last week during a civil courtroom last week, a civil courtroom last week, a civil courtroom last week. An innovation, Silicon Valley meets culinary art, a food frenzy billed as the show “Food meets tech at BITE Sili.”

Helen Keller

Among the edible bits at BITE Silicon Valley are these 3-D printed candy samples from 3D Systems Culinary.

NEW YORK — As of July 24 at 7 p.m., BITE Silicon Valley,” will feature the food of renowned chefs from 25 restaurants and the best in 3D food printing. The event will launch an innovation, Silicon Valley meets culinary art, where “the best food and technology meet.”

Science goes hands-on

A deeper knowledge

New standards • The goal is to emphasize the scientific process over rote learning

By Marita Norman

California’s sixth-graders, used to learning about dinosaurs only in textbooks, now one Concord teacher has them research and debate what really killed the dinosaurs. She makes sure her students are engaged and involved.

'An honorary thing'

Reserve officers fill vital roles for cities

Volunteers provide free police services, staffing for events

By Markernet

San Jose

Bouncer arrested in death outside club

Victim succumbed to injuries after dispute with suspect

By Robert Gapasin

San Jose police said a 26-year-old man was arrested in connection with the death of a 28-year-old man who died after an altercation at a bar.

Janci Valletta teaches Ashley Khale, left, and Aranya Tommison in her ninth grade physics class at Capuchino High School in San Bruno. Her class students are not given the answers; they have to discover them for themselves.

A teacher’s mockery; 4 girls hurt

The life of Helen Keller

By Scott Herendeen

SANTA CLARA — In the 19th century, a woman named Helen Keller was born in Alabama. She was blind and deaf from birth. Her mother introduced her to the world of letters, and her teacher taught her to read and write. Helen Keller grew up to be a prominent human rights activist.

Bite Sili

A bite-sized culinary and tech event where “the best food and technology meet.”

Food meets tech at BITE Silicon Valley

Among the edible bits at BITE Silicon Valley are these 3-D printed candy samples from 3D Systems Culinary.
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Drug deal gone wrong, Salt Lake City — Utah police have tracked the cold case killing of a 29-year-old man tied to a marijuana drug ring back to 1990, when he was 15 years old.

Police say victim wanted to buy pot from his assailant

South Lake City — Utah police have tracked the cold case killing of a 29-year-old man tied to a marijuana drug ring back to 1990, when he was 15 years old.

Police say victim wanted to buy pot from his assailant

Policemen have tracked the cold case killing of a 29-year-old man tied to a marijuana drug ring back to 1990, when he was 15 years old.

Police say victim wanted to buy pot from his assailant

Police say victim wanted to buy pot from his assailant

San Jose Unified School District Measure H Citizens’ Bond Oversight Committee 2015 - 2017

San Jose Unified School District is accepting applications to serve on its Citizens’ Bond Oversight Committee, which reviews expenditures of its general obligation bonds related to the 2012 Measure H, a $290 million general obligation bond. Members can serve a maximum of three 2-year terms.

Applications, which must be received by 5 p.m. on June 12, 2015, can be obtained by calling Diane Duenas at 408-533-6053, emailing to dduenas@sjusd.org or on the district website at http://www.sjcusd.com.

Inmate linked to 1980 Utah slaying

Police say victim wanted to buy pot from his assailant
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